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                            EKERI – EASY LOADING
   
                            

A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES




In an ever-changing world, a smart and flexible transport solution is the way to success. Choose Ekeri when you want to maximise efficiency and always be in the right place at the right time in life. 




Now, that’s what we call a safe investment!





WHY EKERI
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EKERI’S ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT




EkeLogical Solutions – Ekeri’s sustainability efforts


                

                Read more
            
                 
            
                Europe’s largest logistics provider in co-operation with Ekeri

                
                    Girteka is the largest logistics provider in Europe and uses its fleet of more than 6,500 trucks and more than 7,000 trailers to provide road transport solutions for its customers across Europe.The company was founded in Lithuania in 1996 and employs more than 15,000 employees today.
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WHAT ARE YOU TRANSPORTING?




Whether you carry food, general cargo, industrial cargo, special goods, or hazardous materials, we offer transport solutions that make your work easier.
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                    Dry freight
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                    Doors on both sides
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                    ADR EX III
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                    Tarpaulin roof
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TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS




Easy loading and unloading are crucial elements in a business where time is money. That’s why we specialise in sustainable transport solutions with side opening.
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SUSTAINABILITY




We are actively working on reducing our environmental impact. Environmental aspects are considered throughout our process, from the choice of suppliers to product development, planning and production. Our customers experience the results of these efforts: customised transport solutions with optimal net load capacity and excellent environmental performance.





READ MORE
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OUR VALUES




FOR SUCCESS AND FUTURE




Today’s success results from both forceful visions and efforts made every day since 1945. Through cooperation, responsibility, respect, and constant development, we have created something more than a transport solution.




Together with experts and, above all, our customers in the field, we make smart products for a sustainable future!





ABOUT US
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        News
Europe's largest logistics provider in co-operation with Ekeri
 
        
          Girteka is the largest logistics provider in Europe and uses its fleet of more than 6,500 trucks and more than 7,000 trailers to provide road transport solutions for its customers across Europe.The company was founded in Lithuania in 1996 and employs more than 15,000 employees today. Girteka is constantly looking for ways to improve and

        

        Read more  
      
 
     

            

        
                
       
        
         
        News
EKERI TRANSPORTS ITS CARGO EMISSION NEUTRALLY ON WASALINE'S ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SHIP MS AURORA BOTNIA
 
        
          Trailer manufacturer Ekeri and Wasaline have deepened their cooperation. Started beginning of this year Ekeri is purchasing an additional service called “Green Transport” from Wasaline, which means minimal CO2 emissions on all their transports on Wasaline. Wasaline allocates battery operation for all Ekeri’s transports across Kvarken. Aurora Botnia uses 2.3 MWh batteries, which corresponds to

        

        Read more  
      
 
     

                    
       
        
         
        News
Looking back at 2023 and new challenges in 2024
 
        
          A year ago, we at Ekeri had the ambition to elevate the company’s performance to an entirely new level. The year 2023 was supposed to be the best in the company’s history. That was the goal. Ambitious aspirations considering the market situation and all the challenges we knew then, which were further amplified during the

        

        Read more  
      
 
     

            

        
                
       
        
         
        News
Ekeri partners with PNO to reduce carbon emissions
 
        
          Ekeri’s work for a more sustainable transport industry continues by calculating and reporting the indirect emissions occurring before our climate-neutral production. A more sustainable transport industry requires working closely with our partners. Therefore, we are proud to deepen our cooperation with the rental company PNO. Ekeri is at the forefront of our industry when it

        

        Read more  
      
 
     

                    
       
        
         
        Press Release
Ekeri’s new sustainability goals
 
        
          The green transition still requires cooperation between companies. Ekeri has already moved over to a climate neutral production, which is a milestone in itself, but it’s still a long way from the completion of our climate goal. The next stage is to develop a better green partnership with our suppliers. A huge undertaking After establishing
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CONTACT US




Would you like to experience the possibilities our products can offer?








CONTACT US




REQUEST A QUOTE
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                        Contact
 
                         
                            
                                Ekeri Oy

(06) 788 7400

info@ekeri.fi 

Kållbyvägen 1276

68800 Kållby

Finland 

Customer Service Mon–Fri, 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM 

Arolamminkatu 2

05880 Hyvinkää

Tel. (06) 7887 492

                            
 
                            
                                Ekeri Sverige Ab

0433-72600

info@ekeri.se 

Anders Anderssons väg 10

285 21 Markaryd

Sweden

                            
 
                             
                                Ekeri Norge AS

+47 611 59 850

post@ekeri.no 

Hunnselvvegen 10

2830 Raufoss

Norway
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